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AlphaMCS Provider Portal  

Patient Module Webinar -Q&A 

Webinar Question: Webinar Response: 

Will the enrollment page and or process change The Enrollment Page will remain the same.  The Patient 

Module is changing to the new version. 

When will all modules move to version 2? Mediware Anticipates the Full system will be changed over 

to Version 2 in January / February 2018 

Will there be another webinar available? A Video of the training will be available and posted by the 

MCO.  The User Guide is also available for review. 

We use Partners and Vaya but Vaya comes up first and we 

use it very infrequently.  Any way to have Partners listed 

first? 

Mediware will review the listing order of the MCOs and 

determine if this can be altered. 

Will this be the system used when Cardinal and Eastpointe 

merge? 

Please follow up with Eastpointe staff directly for this 

answer. 

David..can the webinar be viewed again? some are saying 

"page requested couldn’t be found" Staci...Sandhills 

A Video of the training will be available and posted by the 

MCO.  The User Guide is also available for review. 

Will old information such as SARS and clinical docs 

migrate over to version 2? Or will we have to start from 

scratch? Also, with SARS, assuming that old ones do 

migrate over, can we modify old ones to use as a template 

when submitting new SARS for authorization.  

Information will populate in the new format.  Mediware does 

not anticipate any issues with modification.   

Would the SAR process be the same? The SAR process will remain the same at this time.  The 

Patient Module is changing to the new version. 

How do we select a different MCO location?  We currently 

have a drop-down box to navigate between MCOs.   

The Navigation to another MCO is still on the Home Screen 

of the Patient portal and will not change at this time. 

What about SARS SARs are still under the SAR option on the menu to the left 

Will it work with Firefox or Edge or are we still having to 

use IE ? 

The new version will be able to be accessed in all 

browsers.  However, the entire system is moved to the new 

version, you will still need to use IE. 

Will we need to access the provider portal through a 

different webpage? 

No, Providers will access the Provider Portal through the 

same link. 
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It will not be necessary to enter pt first, last dob in the 

search? 

It will be necessary to enter the 3 pieces of information if it 

is not a consumer that is known to your agency.  If the 

consumer is known to your agency, then the search criteria is 

minimized. 

Do providers have access to test sight? Providers do not have access to a test site.  The MCOs test 

the Provider Portal during UAT. 

Are we able to verify insurance in this system? I keep 

hearing NC Tracks but I am unclear. 

The State provides the MCOs a Global Eligibility File for 

Medicaid that is from the NC Tracks Data.  That file is loaded 

into AlphaMCS.  In theory, the data should match.  If, for 

some reason, there are discrepancies, please report that to the 

MCO for their Eligibility and Enrollment staff to address 

with the State. 

Where would we look to see if patient had other insurance 

other than Medicaid? 

Either in the Patient Banner, or the Insurance tab under the 

Patient Details. 

Are RA reports still under version 1, if yes, when will they 

be under version 2? 

Yes, RA reports are still under Version 1.  Mediware 

anticipates all modules to be under Version 2 by January / 

February 2018.  If a module will come out sooner, Providers 

will be notified.   

Will this change take place in the MCOs Alpha?  If so, will 

they be able to end date an insurance entry? 

Providers will still follow the same process for information 

the MCO of change in insurance.  This will continue to be 

through the Client Update Request. 

Our agency has multiple tax & npi, right now we can see 

only information under 1...with version 2 allow us to see 

all locations? For example, RA's? 

Mediware will review the NPI and Taxonomy listings in the 

Portal to ensure all active information is displayed. 

In reference to Mobile crisis enrollments are we still 

required to attach the Mobile Crisis disposition form as the 

enrollment or will it change to regular enrollment process 

Please follow up with your MCO directly with questions 

about required forms and business processes. 

I have access to both Partners and Vaya health MCO, how 

do I switch in the new interface? 

The process for switching between MCOs remains the 

same.  The MCO choice is on the Home Screen.  The Home 

Screen link is at the top of the menu on the left. 

When will this change begin? Mediware anticipates the Production Build will occur on 

5/24/17 in the evening.   

 


